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 “A Brief History of Time”             Stephen Hawking.                            Call #523.1 HAW   (rms) 

Provides an introduction to today's scientific ideas about the cosmos and reviews past theories.             

Also covers black holes, quarks, antimatter, and other mysteries of physics. 

“Cosmos”.                                      Carl Sagan                                          Call #520 SA                                                                                                                                                        

             Based on his 13-part television series, discusses science in a broad human context summarizing      

how science and civilization grew up together, considers the findings on life elsewhere, and the 

directions our science might take in the future.                                                                                                                          

“Comet “                                       Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan.             Call #523.6 SAG 

  Explores the fascinating realm of comets answering questions raised by their appearance and 

delving into the superstitions surrounding them. 

 

“The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks”             Rebecca Skloot           Call # 616 SKL 

   Examines the experiences of the children and husband of Henrietta Lacks, who, twenty years 

after her death from cervical cancer in 1951, learned doctors and researchers took cells from her 

cervix without consent which were used to create the immortal cell line known as the HeLa cell; 

provides an overview of Henrietta's life; and explores issues of experimentation on African-

Americans and bioethics. 

“Edwin Hubble : Mariner of the Nebula”      Gale E. Christianson.       Call # B HUB 

  Biography of astronomer Edwin Hubble discussing his life, discoveries, and contributions to 

science. 

  

  

          “American Prometheus : the Triumph and Tragedy of J. Robert Oppenheimer”       Kai Bird and Martin J. 

Sherwin.                   Call # 530.092 BIR 

  Chronicles the life of J. Robert Oppenheimer, focusing on how his work on the atomic bomb 

helped him become one of the most iconic figures of the twentieth century. 

  

                  



          “The Philosophical Breakfast Club : four remarkable friends who transformed science and changed the 

world”                 Snyder, Laura J.                              Call #      509.2 S                                                                                                                

                     Traces the lives of four British scientists-Charles Babbage, William Whewell, John Herschel, and 

Richard Jones--from their Cambridge days in the early nineteenth century, describing their 

successes, failures, and their overall impact on British science. 

        “The Humboldt Current : nineteenth-century exploration and the sources of American 

Environmentalism” 

                                Aaron Sachs            Call #        508.092 SAC 

   Examines the influence nineteenth-century naturalist and explorer Alexander von Humboldt 

had on American history and the lives and careers of other nineteenth-century explorers. 

 

 “Humboldt's Cosmos:  Alexander von Humboldt and the Latin American journey that changed the way 

we see the world” 

                               Gerard Helferich.           Call # 508.8 HEL 

                      Chronicles the expeditions of early nineteenth-century naturalist and adventurer, Alexander 

von Humboldt and examines his scientific research and journeys into Central and South 

America, Mexico, and Cuba. 

  

  

 “Edison: Inventing the century” 

                                Neil Baldwin.                           Call # B EDI                                                 

                      Biography of inventor and businessman, Thomas A. Edison, who developed the light bulb, the                

phonograph, motion pictures, and other innovations that began the technological revolution of 

the 20th century. 

  

     “Galileo”                                                       Heilbron, J.L.                       Call # B GAL 

 Captures the hero and martyr of science with a wide-angle lens, which takes in the landscape 

of culture, learning, religion, science, theology, and politics of late Renaissance  Italy. 

  

                                                   



     “Alfred Nobel : a biography”                   Fant, Kenne                       Call #    NOB 

                      The only biography available in English, Fant’s portrait reveals Nobel in all his aspects,         

industrialist pacifist, arms manufacturer, and poet, and does full justice to a compelling and 

visionary figure. 

  

      “The Hot Zone”                               Richard Preston.                          Call #     614.5 PRE 

            Tells the dramatic story of U.S. Army scientists and soldiers who worked to stop the outbreak       

of a deadly and extremely contagious virus in 1989. 
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“Pox : an American History”            Michael Willrich                          Call #: 614.5 

  Chronicles how America's Progressive Era war on smallpox sparked one of the twentieth 

century's leading civil liberties battles, describing the views and tactics of anti-vaccine 

advocates who feared an increasingly large government.                                                                               

 

 “The Wright Brothers”                  David McCullough.                         Call #      629.13                                                         

                      Tells the story of the Wright brothers, who grew up reading and learning, and never let 

anything stop them in their pursuit of a successful flying machine.                                              

  


